Declining productivity growth while technology seems to be booming presents a paradox. But is the paradox real or illusory? Is productivity underestimated, especially the gains from innovation in goods and services related to information and communication technology (ICT) that is driving today’s technological change. Standard measures of productivity (labor productivity or total factor productivity) are based on GDP, which excludes consumer surplus. So could measures of productivity based on GDP be underestimating change in economic welfare by missing rising consumer surplus from the new ICT products? Is the productivity slowdown real or an artifact of measurement? There is much debate on these issues.

Growth in productivity has slowed considerably over the past decade or so in major economies. In the U.S., productivity started slowing after 2004; the slowdown in most major European economies started even earlier. Business sector labor productivity growth in the U.S. slowed from an average annual rate of 3.2 percent in 1995-2004 to 1.4 percent in 2004-14. Much of the recent debate, and related research, on productivity measurement issues has focused on this decline in productivity in the U.S. Predating the financial crisis and the ensuing Great Recession, and now continuing for more than a decade, the productivity slowdown in the U.S. does not appear to be just cyclical in nature, but rather seems to reflect also deeper, structural phenomena. There are different views on what factors explain the slowdown. But one view challenges the very reality of the slowdown, arguing that the slowdown wholly or largely reflects the failure of the productivity statistics to capture recent productivity gains, particularly those from new and higher-quality ICT goods and services (see, for example, Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2011 and 2014, Feldstein 2015, Hatzius and Dawsey 2015, and Mokyr 2014).

There are two potentially important sources of underestimation of productivity related to ICT goods and services. First, if prices do not fully capture quality improvements in the new ICT products, price deflators are overestimated and real output (adjusted for improvements in quality, including product variety) is underestimated. Second, many ICT services, in particular internet-based services such as Google searches and Facebook, are largely not reflected in GDP measurement even though they generate substantial utility for consumers, the reason being that their use does not involve monetary cost as they are available free of charge to the users.¹ Thus, GDP data may show that output growth is slowing even as consumer surplus growth continues apace.

Recent research confirms that productivity growth is underestimated, notably because of the two types of mismeasurement identified above. However, it suggests that mismeasurement can at best explain only a relatively small part of the observed decline in productivity growth. In large part, the productivity slowdown—and the associated productivity paradox—are real.

Syverson (2016), for example, finds four empirical challenges to the hypothesis that mismeasurement largely explains the U.S. productivity slowdown:

- Productivity has slowed in many countries and the size of the productivity slowdown is unrelated to the countries’ consumption or production intensities of ICT goods and services that are often cited as the major source of mismeasurement.
- Even if adjustment is made to the price deflators for ICT products to capture quality improvements and the introduction of new goods, such correction would explain only a small part of the estimated $2.7 trillion in missing output resulting from the post-2004 productivity slowdown in the U.S. (which caused measured GDP to fall by 15 percent from its counterfactual level by 2015 Q3). With the ICT industries

¹ The major “cost” to consumers of Google, Facebook and similar internet-based services is not the broadband access or the IT equipment; rather, it is the opportunity cost of their own time. But that time cost does not represent consumption of market sector output, and is an input into home production of non-market benefits. It is akin to the consumer surplus obtained from watching television.
collectively accounting for less than 8 percent of the total economy in 2004, the adjustment to the price deflators would have to be implausibly high to account for all of the missing output—as much as seven times the magnitude of the actual deflator. The implied true incremental real value added of the ICT industries would have been six times the measured change, and the true labor productivity in the industries would have risen 363 percent over 11 years.

- Estimates of the consumer surplus associated with the use of free internet-linked services, although sizable, fall well short of the missing output from the productivity slowdown. Even the largest estimate (Goolsbee and Klenow 2006), calculated by imputing value to the time consumers spend using these services, accounts for less than one-third of the missing output.

- While measured gross domestic income has on average exceeded gross domestic product since 2004, possibly indicating payments to workers for goods and services produced that are marketed free or at highly discounted prices, this trend began before the productivity slowdown and, moreover, reflects unusually high capital rather than labor income.

For the productivity decline since 2004 to be explained by mismeasurement, a finding that mismeasurement today is significant alone is not enough; mismeasurement must increase relative to the previous period. Byrne et al. (2016) find that mismeasurement of ICT equipment, because of the failure of prices to fully reflect quality change in new products, was substantial even prior to the productivity slowdown. Indeed, for the U.S., they estimate that since domestic production of ICT equipment has fallen with rising imports, the quantitative impact of such mismeasurement on productivity was larger in 1995-2004 (when productivity rose) than in the post-2004 period—despite mismeasurement worsening for some types of ICT products. The authors also examine other issues that can bias productivity estimates, including the rising role of intangible capital (such as investment in research and development, training, and organizational capital), globalization (upward bias in productivity as a result of failure of price indices to capture lower import prices from offshoring), and fracking (technological innovations that allow access to lower quality natural resources). The net quantitative effect of these is small relative to that of ICT-related measurement issues. Overall, correcting for these various measurement biases does make productivity look better than recorded, but the corrections matter even more in the 1995-2004 period. So the post-2004 decline in labor productivity looks even larger (Figure 1).

Byrne et al. also address the measurement issue relating to free internet-based services. They argue that while the gain in consumer welfare from using these innovations is sizable, much of that is not part of market production that GDP is supposed to measure and, therefore, cannot offset the decline in measured productivity of the market economy. Accordingly, they include only a small adjustment for a market component—spending on online advertising—in correcting for productivity underestimation related to internet-based services (it is part of the “other” adjustment shown in Figure 1). However, they note that even if all of the consumer surplus (including non-market benefits) associated with these services were to be counted, by costing the time spent by consumers on using these services, that would add only about 0.3 percent to GDP per year for the U.S. economy. This is small relative to the 1.8 percentage point slowdown in annual business sector labor productivity growth over 2004-14 compared to the preceding decade.

---

2 Such measurement issues relating to quality improvements, new products, and increased consumer choice are not altogether new. Even back in the 1990s, they received much attention and the estimation biases were often found to be sizable. For example, VCRs, cell phones, and related products were added to the consumer price index (CPI) a decade or so after they appeared, and when their prices had already fallen by 80 percent or so (Hausman 1999). The Boskin Commission report (U.S. Congress 1996) found that the CPI methodology at the time overstated inflation and understated growth. It estimated that omitted quality change in new goods caused an upward bias in the CPI of at least 0.6 percent per year. Many of the Commission’s suggested changes were implemented before 2004.

3 The slowdown in TFP remains largely unchanged. The effect on TFP is less because adjustments for mismeasurement of ICT products and intangibles imply faster GDP growth but also faster growth in capital inputs.
Could it be that the post-2004 productivity slowdown reflects, at least in part, the possibility that the slowdown was concentrated in sectors that traditionally are hard to measure, notably services? This does not seem to be the case. The slowdown in productivity was broad-based, and, if anything, was larger in relatively well-measured sectors such as manufacturing, trade, and utilities (Figure 2). Also, because the slowdown was broad-based, shifting weights in favor of slower-growth, poorly measured service sectors are not the reason for the observed decline in productivity. Productivity growth in the U.S. over the past 25 years would have been essentially unchanged even if sector weights were held fixed (Figure 3). So, shifts in industry composition are not a central part of the story of the productivity slowdown.

While recent research suggests that mismeasurement, although sizable, does not explain most of the observed decline in productivity, it must be noted that there remain unknowns and gaps in data. Digital services present particularly difficult measurement challenges, especially as the composition of the ICT sector continues to shift from hardware to software. Most recent research has focused on measurement issues in the ICT industries themselves, but it is possible that unmeasured incremental gains are being made from digital technologies and related innovations outside these industries, including service sectors such as education and health. Also, the impact of the same technology can vary depending on how it is deployed and used, for example, to reduce costs or raise quality. In general, more attention is needed to better reflecting quality change in the productivity data. The rising importance of services, and the sharing economy, add to the measurement challenges. Moreover, productivity growth, based on GDP measures, itself may be becoming less reliable as a measure of overall welfare change as new technology products generate higher levels of consumer surplus relative to their market prices.

If increased mismeasurement does not explain the productivity paradox, what does? What has caused productivity growth to slow? Is it a slowing of innovation, at least of the kind that increases measured productivity and income (Cowen 2011, Gordon 2016)? Is it that transformative innovation in ICT continues but its impact on productivity is subject to lags and may occur in waves (Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2011)? Is it a weakening of technological diffusion, because of skill mismatches, competition failures, investment constraints, and other factors—so that it is not the innovation machine that has slowed but rather the diffusion machine (Comin 2013a, OECD 2015)? Has business dynamism, as reflected in firm startups and labor reallocations, slowed, causing the new technologies to diffuse more slowly through the economy (Decker et al. 2015, Haltiwanger et al. 2016)? Is the lack of diffusion of new technologies and knowledge more broadly across economies not only slowing productivity growth but also contributing to the rise in income inequality seen in most countries over the same period (Aghion 2015, Comin 2013b, OECD 2016)?

Given the centrality of productivity growth to sustainable long-term economic growth, and also the implications for the inclusiveness of growth, this is an important agenda for both research and policy.
Figure 1: U.S. labor productivity, 1978-2014: published and adjusted
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Source: Byrne et al. (2016).

Note: The chart shows adjustments for various measurement biases. “Other” comprises adjustments for free internet-based services, globalization, and fracking.
Figure 2: Contribution to U.S. TFP growth by industry category, 1987-2013
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Source: Adapted from Byrne et al. (2016).

Note: “IT producing” includes computer and electronic product manufacturing; publishing (including software); and computer system design. “Trade” is wholesale and retail trade. “Other well-measured” includes manufacturing (excluding IT producing), agriculture, mining, transportation, utilities, broadcasting, and accommodations. Remaining industries, predominantly services, are in “poorly measured”.
Figure 3: U.S. TFP growth, 1987-2013: actual versus counterfactual holding industry weights fixed

Source: Byrne et al. (2016).

Note: Orange bars show actual average growth in business-sector TFP. Blue bars show the counterfactual where industry weights (shares in aggregate value added) are held constant at their 1987 values.
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